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ABSTRACT
Background Health care–associated infections during previous coronavirus epidemics involving severe acute
respiratory syndrome and Middle East respiratory syndrome resulted from human-to-human transmission in
hemodialysis (HD) facilities. The effect of a strategy of HD with cohort isolation—separate dialysis sessions for
close contacts of patients with conﬁrmed coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)—on the prevention of secondary transmission of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) in HD units is unknown.
Methods Our multicenter cohort study of an HD with cohort isolation strategy enrolled close contacts of patients
with conﬁrmed COVID-19, including patients on HD and health care workers in HD units. Close contacts had been
identiﬁed by epidemiologic investigation and tested negative on an immediate screening test for SARS-CoV-2.
Results As of March 14, 11 patients on HD and 7 health care workers from 11 HD centers were diagnosed
as having COVID-19. The immediate screening test was performed in 306 people, and among them, 302
close contacts with negative test results were enrolled. HD with cohort isolation was performed among all
close contacts for a median of 14 days in seven centers. During cohort isolation, nine patients showed
symptoms but tested negative for SARS-CoV-2. Two health care workers in the HD units (0.66% of the total
group) were diagnosed at the termination test for SARS-CoV-2.
Conclusions The transmission of COVID-19 can be controlled without closure of HD centers by implementing preemptive activities, including early detection with rapid testing, cohort isolation, collaboration
between institutions, and continuous monitoring of infection. Our strategy and experience may provide
helpful guidance for circumstances involving the rapid spread of infectious diseases such as COVID-19.
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The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) outbreak
ﬁrst occurred in Wuhan, China, in December 2019.1–3
COVID-19 was found to be caused by a novel betacoronavirus, namely severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2).4–6 As the
outbreak has spread worldwide, the World Health Organization declared COVID-19 the second pandemic
of the 21st century on March 11, 2020.7 As of March
14, 142,534 cases of COVID-19 and 5392 deaths have
been reported in 134 countries.8
The two previous coronavirus epidemics, severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus9,10 and
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Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERSCoV),11,12 led to the occurrence of health care–associated
infections as a result of human-to-human transmission in hemodialysis (HD) facilities. HD requires long and close contact
in a narrow space, which increases the possibility of spread of
infectious diseases. Patients undergoing HD have a higher
mortality rate because of an impaired immune response
against infection.13,14 Therefore, more attention should be
paid to the rapid transmission of infection and high mortality
rates among the patients on HD.
One of the main differences of SARS-CoV-2 compared
with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus and
MERS-CoV is that the former has a higher infectivity rate,
which is indicated by its high reproduction rate.15,16 However,
how the rapid spread of this infectious disease affects the
transmission rate in HD units remains unknown. Fortunately,
the Korean Society of Nephrology (KSN) and the Korean
Society of Dialysis have had experience with the MERS-CoV
outbreak and published clinical practice guidelines for HD
facilities.17 Therefore, the KSN was able to respond promptly to
COVID-19 when the ﬁrst patient on dialysis was conﬁrmed as
having COVID-19 in Daegu, South Korea. Here, we aimed to
determine the effect of HD with cohort isolation on the prevention of secondary transmission of COVID-19 in HD units.

METHODS
Joint Committee for HD during the COVID-19
Outbreak

On February 19, 2020, a joint committee for HD was formed
when the ﬁrst patient on HD was diagnosed as having COVID19 in Daegu. The joint committee included nephrologists and
government authorities with the intention to perform collaborative activities for the safety and beneﬁt of patients on HD
during the COVID-19 outbreak (Figure 1).
Nephrologists from the KSN and the Korean Society of Dialysis led the committee and made up the COVID-19 Task
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Signiﬁcance Statement
Health care–associated infections during previous serious coronavirus epidemics resulted from human-to-human transmission in
hemodialysis (HD) facilities. The authors analyzed the effect of a
strategy of HD with cohort isolation on the secondary transmission
of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) in HD facilities in Korea,
which involves administering an immediate screening test for
COVID-19 to all close contacts (patients on HD and health care
workers) and strict maintenance of cohort isolation. Epidemiologic
investigation and immediate screening tests across 11 HD centers
identiﬁed 302 close contacts. HD with cohort isolation was maintained for a median of 14 days, and the transmission rate was 0.66%
inside HD units. Clinical practice guidelines for HD with cohort
isolation during COVID-19 outbreaks may successfully prevent
secondary transmission through HD units.

Force Team, which headed this collaborative effort. The
COVID-19 Task Force Team developed COVID-19 clinical
practice guidelines for patients on HD, relayed the policies
of the Korean Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(KCDC) to regional nephrologists in Daegu, arranged the
transfer of patients outside Daegu, and connected with public
health centers in Daegu and HD facilities with conﬁrmed patients. The KCDC prepared policies for the COVID-19 outbreak and counted the number of conﬁrmed cases in South
Korea. The Regional General Hospital Council in Daegu managed conﬁrmed patients in a single negative-pressure room
with a portable dialysis machine. HD centers in the DaeguKyungpook Branch of the KSN received reports of conﬁrmed
patients from public health centers in Daegu. The public
health centers were responsible for epidemiologic investigation of close contacts and initial disinfection of the HD units.
On February 21, 2020, the joint committee announced the
ﬁrst draft of the COVID-19 clinical practice guidelines for HD
facilities, which were on the basis of previous clinical recommendations.17,18 The guidelines aimed to prevent transmission and minimize the spread of COVID-19 and included
information on case deﬁnitions of COVID-19 and response
methods of HD facilities. The Korean clinical practice
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Figure 1. Organizational chart of the joint committee for patients on HD in the COVID-19 outbreak. A joint committee was established
with nephrologists and government authorities to take the collaborative activities for HD patients in COVID-19 outbreak when the ﬁrst
HD patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 in Daegu, Korea.
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guidelines for preventing transmission of COVID-19 in HD
facilities had been recently released (Table 1).19
Data Source

Data on the total number of cases in Korea and the number of
cases in Daegu were obtained from the KCDC. Information on
the number of conﬁrmed cases associated with HD was obtained from the Regional General Hospitals Council of Daegu
and the Daegu-Kyungpook Branch of the KSN. Data regarding
close contacts were obtained from the public health centers of
Daegu city. Data on patients’ sex, age, recent exposure history,
clinical symptoms, and interval from diagnosis to admission
were extracted from electronic medical records. The cutoff
date of the study was March 14, 2020. This study was reviewed
and approved by the institutional review board (institutional
review board no. 2020–03–076), and it was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Laboratory Conﬁrmation of SARS-CoV-2

Specimens were obtained through nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swabs. The specimens were placed in a collection
tube with 150 ml of virus preservation solution, and real-time
RT-PCR (rRT-PCR) was used to detect SARS-CoV-2. RNA
was extracted from the clinical samples using the Allplex
2019-nCoV assay (Seegene, Seoul, South Korea) according to
the manufacturer’s protocol. The primer and probe sequences
used for RNA-dependent RNA polymerase gene detection
were as follows: 59-GTGARATGGTCATGTGTGGCGG-39
(forward), 59-CARATGTTAAASACACTATTAGC ATA-39 (reverse), and 59-CAGGTGGAACCTCATCAGGAGATGC-39
(probe in 5-FAM/39-BHQ format). Meanwhile, the primer
and probe sequences used for E gene detection were as follows:
59-ACAGGTACGTTAATAGTTAATAGCGT-39 (forward), 59ATATTGCAGCAGTACGCACACA-39 (reverse), and 59-ACA
CTAGCCATCCTTACTGCGCTTCG-39 (probe in 5-FAM/39BHQ format). The primer and probe sequences used for the N

gene detection were as follows: 59-CACATTGGCACCCGC
AATC-39 (forward), 59-GAGGAACGAGAAGAGGCTTG-39
(reverse), and 59-ACTTCCTCAAGGAACAACATTGCCA-39
(probe in 5-FAM/39-BHQ format). The cycle threshold (Ct)
values of rRT-PCR were converted into RNA copy number of
SARS-CoV-2. The RNA copy number was calculated from a
standard curve on the basis of the Ct values of plasmid DNA. Each
dilution of plasmid DNA was tested in duplicate to produce the
standard curve. Samples were considered as negative if the Ct
values exceeded 37 cycles. The detection limit of quantitative
PCR reaction was 100 copies per microliter. The RNA copy number of SARS-CoV-2 was converted from Ct values of rRT-PCR.
The test result was considered positive if the Ct values were ,37
cycles, and the limit of detection was 2100 copies per microliter.
Classiﬁcation of Patient and Exposure

Conﬁrmed cases were deﬁned as either patients on HD or
health care workers (physicians, nurses, or nonmedical staff)
in the HD facility who were conﬁrmed as being infected on the
basis of SARS-CoV-2 rRT-PCR results, regardless of the clinical manifestation. Close contact refers to a patient on HD or
health care worker who made contact with a conﬁrmed patient
inside or outside the HD facility. Contact was deﬁned as a
contact with the conﬁrmed patients from the time of onset
of their signs or symptoms. Close contacts inside the HD facility were determined by epidemiologic investigation and deﬁned in more detail as one of following: an individual who (1)
underwent dialysis at the same time as the conﬁrmed patient,
(2) was in close proximity with the conﬁrmed patient at the
same time, or (3) had undergone dialysis in the same HD
room as the conﬁrmed patient, without proper environmental
disinfection after dialysis of the conﬁrmed patient. If the participants tested positive in the immediate screening test and
exposures outside the HD facility were identiﬁed by epidemiologic investigation, the participants were deﬁned as nonclose
contacts.

Table 1. COVID-19 clinical practice guideline for HD facilities
Key Recommendations for Dealing with Patients on HD Associated with COVID-19a
Standard, contact, and droplet precautions should be appropriately performed by all patients and health care workers in HD facilities. The waiting
room or resting area should be closed, and surgical masks and hand sanitizers should be available and ready for patients to use before entering
the HD unit.
All patients should check their body temperature and respiratory symptoms before coming to the HD facilities. If they have a fever $37.5°C or
respiratory symptoms such as dry cough, sore throat, or shortness of breath, they should not visit the HD unit but notify health care workers in
advance before visiting the HD facility.
A patient with suspected or conﬁrmed COVID-19 should be transferred to a health care facility with an isolation room and portable dialysis machine.
The transportation and management plans should be discussed with the public health center and infection control division of the hospital.
Close contacts are deﬁned as the patients on HD and health care workers who have been in contact with the patient with a conﬁrmed case. Close
contacts should be monitored for body temperature and presence of respiratory symptoms every day. Close contacts without fever or respiratory
symptoms should be subjected to self-quarantine and HD with cohort isolation for 14 d from the last exposure. All transport between home and
the HD facility should be provided by the disease prevention authority.
Interhospital transfer is basically prohibited during outbreak. If referral to another hospital is inevitable, the attending physician should transfer the
patients after careful discussion with regional disease prevention authority and the designated hospital. The patient transfer should be
performed only when there is solid evidence that the patient is not infected.
a

Extracted from the Korean clinical practice guidelines for preventing transmission of COVID-19 in hemodialysis facilities.19
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tests were performed 13 days after the last exposure to determine whether cohort isolation could be terminated. HD with
cohort isolation was discontinued when the close contact
showed negative results for the termination test for COVID19 unless another exposure had occurred. The algorithm for
HD with cohort isolation to prevent transmission of COVID19 in HD facility is depicted in Figure 2.
Health care workers wore personal protective equipment,
including N95 masks, gloves, goggles (or face shields), and
gowns, to prevent transmission. Hand hygiene was performed
before and after every patient contact, and adequate space was
maintained between beds. The dialysis machine and HD room
were disinfected after every dialysis session.
Secondary transmission was deﬁned on the basis of positive
rRT-PCR test results for SARS-CoV-2 within 14 days after the
last contact with the conﬁrmed patient in the HD facility. The
transmission rate was calculated on the basis of the number of
patients who acquired COVID-19 among the total close contacts who tested negative at the immediate screening test.

Conﬁrmed patients on HD were transferred to a hospital
with an isolation room and a portable dialysis machine. Conﬁrmed health care workers were admitted to a hospital with an
isolation room or COVID-19 care centers, or they practiced
home isolation. The Korean government assigned some of the
national institutes the responsibility to handle the COVID-19
care centers in order to manage the rapidly increasing number
of conﬁrmed patients. Conﬁrmed patients without severe
signs or symptoms were admitted to COVID-19 care centers
or practiced home isolation. All close contacts were tested for
SARS-CoV-2 as soon as possible after identiﬁcation of
conﬁrmed cases.
Speciﬁc Measure of HD with Cohort Isolation and
Deﬁnition of Secondary Transmission

HD with cohort isolation was deﬁned as a separate dialysis
treatment for close contacts at a different time from HD for
other noncontact patients on dialysis. For HD with cohort
isolation, it was a prerequisite that close contacts of the
conﬁrmed patients be determined through epidemiologic investigation and tested negative for SARS-CoV-2 rRT-PCR.
During cohort isolation, the body temperature and respiratory
symptoms of all patients on HD and health care workers
should be checked before entering the HD unit. If a close
contact developed a fever or respiratory symptoms, an immediate test for SARS-CoV-2 was performed before dialysis treatment. Interhospital transfer of patients on HD was prohibited
during the period of cohort isolation. Repeat conﬁrmatory

Statistical Analyses

Data were expressed as the median (range) for continuous
variables and number (percentage) for categorical variables.
The Mann–Whitney U test was used to analyze continuous
variables, whereas the Pearson chi-squared or the Fisher exact
test was used to analyze categorical variables. All statistical
analyses were performed using SPSS version 25.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). P,0.05 was considered signiﬁcant.

Patient with COVID-19 in the HD unit

Investigate close contacts

Transfer to hospitals with an
isolation room and a portable dialysis machine
+

Immediate screening test for SARS-CoV-2
–
HD with cohort isolation
and self-imposed quarantine
+

Check fever and respiratory symptoms
before each HD session
–
Maintain HD with cohort isolation
and self-imposed quarantine
Termination test for SARS-CoV-2
13 days after last exposure

+

–
Release from quarantine

Figure 2. Algorithm of HD with cohort isolation to protect transmission of COVID-19 in an HD facility. Close contacts of the conﬁrmed
patients were identiﬁed by epidemiologic investigation and underwent immediate screening test for SARS-CoV-2. During cohort
isolation, test for SARS-CoV-2 was immediately performed to a close contact who developed any symptoms before dialysis. Termination tests for SARS-CoV-2 were performed to determine the termination of cohort isolation.
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Figure 3. Distribution of laboratory-conﬁrmed cases of COVID-19 in Korea. (A) Daily number of conﬁrmed cases. (B) Regional distribution of conﬁrmed cases.
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RESULTS

after diagnosis. Three conﬁrmed health care workers were admitted in the hospital, three were admitted in the COVID-19
care centers, and one without signs or symptoms practiced
home isolation. The interval from diagnosis to admission
was longer in health care workers than in patients on HD.
This is probably due to the fact that patients without any obvious symptoms were initially placed under home isolation.
Figure 5 shows the time course of symptoms, diagnosis of
COVID-19, and HD with cohort isolation. A total of 306 people were identiﬁed and underwent immediate screening tests.
With the exception of center C, all immediate screening tests
for close contacts were performed within 24 hours after the
identiﬁcation of a conﬁrmed case. Center C performed immediate screening tests over the course of 2 days.
Among them, three HD (center E) patients and one nurse
(center F) were conﬁrmed as having COVID-19 and classiﬁed
as nonclose contacts but were identiﬁed as having exposures,
regardless of HD facility. Among 306 people receiving immediate screening tests, 302 people were recognized as close contacts. All close contacts in center B were exposed to a patient in
the emergency room regardless of HD unit. The ﬁrst conﬁrmed patient on HD of center H was asymptomatic and
was not considered as having had any close contacts. HD
with cohort isolation was maintained for 14 (11–17) days in
seven centers. Since March, no close contact has been reported, even after the diagnosis of conﬁrmed patients because
those with fever or respiratory symptoms were prohibited
from visiting the HD unit (centers H to K). Epidemiologic
investigation revealed that the second conﬁrmed patient on
HD of center H was exposed to a patient outside the HD unit.
Figure 6 is a ﬂowchart showing the process of diagnosing
patients with COVID-19, HD with cohort isolation, and

On January 20, 2020, the ﬁrst patient with COVID-19 was
conﬁrmed in South Korea. The daily number of conﬁrmed
patients did not exceed ten until February 18, 2020 when the
ﬁrst conﬁrmed patient was reported in Daegu. However,
5 days after the ﬁrst report, the daily number of conﬁrmed
patients in Daegu surged over 100, with associations between
particular religious groups. As of March 14, the total number
of patients in Daegu reached 5990, which is 74.1% of the 8086
total patients in South Korea (Figure 3).
The ﬁrst patient on HD was conﬁrmed in Daegu on February 19, 2020. As of March 14, 2020, a total of 11 patients on
HD and 7 health care workers in 11 HD units were diagnosed
as having COVID-19. The total numbers of patients on HD
and health care workers in 11 HD units were 1175 and 278,
respectively. The incidence rates of conﬁrmed cases in 11 HD
units were 0.9% (11 of 1175) among patients on HD and 2.5%
(7 of 278) among health care workers. After the ﬁrst conﬁrmed
case, the number of close contacts increased steeply to 302 on
February 25 and maintained a plateau until March 3. No additional conﬁrmed cases were reported after March 5
(Figure 4).
Table 2 shows the characteristics of conﬁrmed patients in
HD units. The patients on HD were signiﬁcantly older than
health care workers. No signiﬁcant differences were observed
in sex, contact history, main signs or symptoms on presentation, interval from onset to diagnosis, and number of close
contacts between patients on HD and health care workers. All
conﬁrmed participants were isolated immediately after diagnosis. All of the conﬁrmed patients on HD were admitted to
six hospitals to undergo isolated portable dialysis 1 (0–2) day
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Figure 4. Daily numbers of laboratory-conﬁrmed cases and close contacts under cohort isolation for COVID-19 in Daegu. Conﬁrmed
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cohort isolation in HD units are shown with the linear graph.
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Table 2. Characteristics of conﬁrmed patients
Characteristics

Total Patients

Patients on HD, n511

Health Care Workers, n57

P Value

Age, yr
Sex
Men
Women
Source of infection
Visit to China
Contact of patient
No obvious history
Signs or symptoms on presentation
Fever
URI symptoma
No obvious symptom
Days from onset to diagnosis
Days from diagnosis to quarantine
Patient management
Admission to hospital
Admission to COVID-19 care center
Home isolation
Days from diagnosis to admission
No. of close contacts in HD unitb

55.5 (24–63)

57 (29–63)

37.5 (24–56)

0.01
0.07

8 (44.4%)
10 (55.6%)

7 (63.6%)
4 (36.4%)

1 (14.3%)
6 (85.7%)

0
9 (50%)
9 (50%)

0
3 (27.3%)
8 (72.7%)

0
6 (85.7%)
1 (14.3%)

10 (55.6%)
3 (16.7%)
6 (27.8%)
2 (0–6)
0

6 (54.5%)
2 (18.2%)
3 (27.3%)
2 (0–6)
0

4 (57.1%)
1 (14.3%)
2 (28.6%)
2 (0–5)
0

14 (77.8%)
3 (16.7%)
1 (5.6%)
2 (0–14)
12.5 (0–115)

11 (100%)
0
0
1 (0–2)
0 (0–115)

3 (42.9%)
3 (42.9%)
1 (14.3%)
3 (2–14)
27 (0–55)

0.05

0.98

0.93
—
0.02

0.002
0.54

URI, upper respiratory infection.
a
URI symptom means symptoms of URI without fever.
b
The number of close contacts in HD units was determined on the basis of the number of ﬁrst conﬁrmed patients, and data of other conﬁrmed participants within one
center were considered as censored data.

secondary transmission. Among the 302 close contacts, 9
manifested symptoms but tested negative during the period
of cohort isolation. With the exception of G, all termination
tests were performed 1 day before the termination of isolation. Center G performed termination tests for 2 days.
Two health care workers were diagnosed as having
COVID-19 after the termination test (center A in Figure 5).
Our study showed a low secondary transmission rate
(0.66%) inside HD units after implementation of HD
with cohort isolation.

DISCUSSION

We showed the development in the status of patients with
COVID-19 and a concomitant rapid increase in the number
of close contacts in HD facilities in Daegu. The joint committee for patients on HD managed COVID-19 through collaborative activities and suggested the clinical practice guidelines
for HD with cohort isolation from the early stage of the outbreak. Immediate screening tests for close contacts and strict
maintenance of cohort isolation successfully prevented the
secondary transmission of COVID-19 in HD facilities.
Previous epidemics of coronavirus gave rise to human-tohuman transmission in HD facilities.9,11,12 A recent report
from an HD center in Wuhan also showed the emergence of
epidemic among patients on dialysis.20 From one conﬁrmed
patient on HD, a total of 37 patients on HD and 4 medical staff
members were infected with COVID-19, resulting in seven
1404
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deaths. Because the HD center started to screen all patients
and staff 21 days after diagnosis of the ﬁrst conﬁrmed patient,
the report emphasized the importance of preventive measures
in the early stage of the epidemic.
As of March 9, 2020, South Korea had the highest number
of conﬁrmed cases outside China, and Daegu, a city with 2.4
million people, was the center of the South Korean COVID-19
outbreak.21 The abrupt surge of COVID-19 cases in Daegu was
one of the most prominent features in the recent outbreak. In
the case of a rapid spread of infectious disease, we were able to
evaluate the transmission of COVID-19 and the effect of early
cohort isolation on the development of additional conﬁrmed
patients among close contacts in HD facilities.
The difference between the current SARS-CoV-2 and
MERS-CoV outbreaks is that SARS-CoV-2 has a higher transmissibility but lower pathogenicity than those of MERSCoV.15,16,22 The basic reproduction number of SARS-CoV-2
ranged from 2.24 to 3.58 in the early phase of the outbreak,23
whereas the basic reproduction number of MERS-CoV was
suggested to be ,1.24 Patients who undergo HD treatment
have an increased risk of acquiring the infection in HD units,
where they have to be in regular and close contact with other
patients for several hours. Therefore, patients on dialysis need
more strict management of transmission than other patient
groups. In a mathematical model shown by Hellewell et al.,25
isolation is highly effective in controlling the outbreak of
COVID-19, and cohort isolation should be applied to prevent
transmission while maintaining accessibility to the dialysis
facility.
JASN 31: 1398–1408, 2020
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Figure 5. Time course of symptoms, diagnosis of COVID-19, and isolation HD. A total of 207 patients on HD and 95 health care
workers were classiﬁed as close contacts among 11 HD units during the study period.

There are three main purposes of cohort isolation. The
most important one is to prevent the transmission of additional diseases. The transmission of infection to patients in
other dialysis rooms is preventable by inhibiting the outﬂow
of patients from the cohort of close contacts. Another aim of
cohort isolation is the immediate diagnosis and isolation of
additional conﬁrmed patients. In cases of symptomatic close
contact during the isolation period, an immediate test can be
performed to determine the need to transfer a certain patient
to an isolation room. Cohort isolation also protects patients
on dialysis from exposure to additional sources of infection by
preventing the inﬂux of patients outside. The recommended
duration of cohort isolation is 14 days because a recent study
reported that 97.5% of patients develop symptoms within 11.5
days.26
The essential requirements for the application of this strategy are immediate screening testing for COVID-19 in patients
on dialysis and collaborative activities between HD units and
health care authorities. Because South Korea performed more
tests per million people than any other country,27,28 suspected
patients could be conﬁrmed rapidly. If the capacity of the
conﬁrmative test is insufﬁcient, patients on dialysis should
be prioritized in the testing. In cases where immediate screening test of close contacts is difﬁcult to perform, delayed dialysis, preventive quarantine, and selective testing for symptomatic patients could be suitable alternatives until infection is
conﬁrmed. The collaborative activities are also necessary for
JASN 31: 1398–1408, 2020

the transfer of conﬁrmed patients and continuous monitoring
of cohorts. The KSN and the Korean Society of Dialysis performed cohort isolation at the time of the MERS-CoV outbreak and published clinical practice guidelines on the basis of
the experience.17,29 With this experience and knowledge, we
promptly organized the committee and cooperated with the
health care authorities. In the event that this type of immediate
response is not feasible, local nephrologists could start replaying real-time information to the conﬁrmed patients or implement telemedicine in order to avoid exposure.30 Even in those
cases, it is necessary to develop guidelines appropriate to the
environment of each country; this will allow countries to prepare for the current outbreak and other pandemics that we
may encounter in the future.
In this study, we demonstrated that continuous monitoring
of infection could prevent additional close contacts. The majority of patients on dialysis will be checked to determine their
body temperature and assess for presence of symptoms before
entering the HD units during the COVID-19 outbreak. However, a single visit from an infected patient can cause exposure
to health care workers without full protection or HD centers
not undergoing cohort isolation. Thus, our guideline suggests
that febrile or symptomatic patients on dialysis should notify
in advance when they plan to visit their HD center. As shown
in our investigation, the preemptive method of “notify ﬁrst”
prevented the contact from conﬁrmed patients in HD centers
without cohort isolation, such as in centers H, I, J, and K. This
HD with Cohort Isolation in COVID
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1,175 HD patients and 278 healthcare
workers in 11 HD units

Confirmed: 8 HD patients
and 4 healthcare workers in 11 HD units

Immediate screening test for SARS-CoV-2
(n = 306)

Transfer to the hospital
with isolation room and portable dialysis machine

+

Confirmed: 3 HD patients
and 1 healthcare worker

–
Close contacts for HD with cohort isolation
(n = 302)
No confirmed case
Immediate test for symptomatic patients
(n = 9)
–
Termination test for SARS-CoV-2
13 days after last exposure

+

Confirmed: 2 healthcare
workers

Release from quarantine
(n = 300)

Figure 6. Flowchart of the process of diagnosing COVID-19, HD with cohort isolation, and secondary transmission. Among the 302
close contacts, nine manifested symptoms, but tested negative. Two healthcare workers were diagnosed as COVID-19 at the
termination test.

method could be applied to environments where immediate
conﬁrmative tests are unavailable if patient cooperation could
be achieved through education.
This study has several limitations. First, there was no control group to compare the effect of cohort isolation. However,
we manifested a very low secondary transmission rate in HD
facilities despite the large number of close contacts. In addition, all dialysis units used the same preventive measures without difﬁculty under the guidance of the joint committee,
which is considered applicable in other HD units. Second,
the study duration was relatively short, and some of the close
contacts may require longer observations. Considering the
exceptional cases of asymptomatic carriers, longer incubation
periods, or recurrence,26,31,32 continuous infection control is
required in HD units during the epidemic. In addition, this
study has a small sample of patients with conﬁrmed disease
and contacts. Nevertheless, this study is the ﬁrst to report the
implementation of preemptive collaborative activities for HD
with cohort isolation during the COVID-19 epidemic and
suggested the effect on secondary transmission in HD
facilities.
In conclusion, we demonstrated that the transmission of
COVID-19 could be controlled through a preexisting deployment plan before the epidemic, early detection with
rapid rRT-PCR testing, collaboration between institutions,
and continuous monitoring of infection without closure of
HD centers. Our strategy and experience will be helpful,
especially in the situation of a rapidly spreading outbreak
such as COVID-19.
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